
Science Week 2015! 



Space! 

• This year our science week was based on 
space and the solar system.  



Who Wants to be a Space Millionaire? 

We launched our science week through an 
assembly where we learnt lots of new space 
facts! 



 
 
 
 

Quartz Class Experiments! 
Year 5&6 tested gravity and the centripetal force to see 

if they could swing a bucket in a circle without any of 
the water falling out. Some children got a bit wet! 

 
 
 
 



Sapphire Class 

Year 4 learnt about forces and how rockets can 
reach space. They tested their learning with 
some far reaching stomp rockets! 



Amber Class 

Year 3 made predictions of how far their stomp 
rockets would go. They then measured their 
rockets to test their predictions. 



Emerald & Topaz Class 

Year 2 learnt about the solar system and the 
order of the planets. They acted it out on a large 
scale in the school hall. 



Emerald & Topaz Class 

Year 2 also learnt about the force of gravity and tried out a 
gravity defying experiment with water, card and a cup - It was a 
little messy! 



Emerald Class 

Lilianne also brought in some experiments she 
did at home. We all loved the jumping pepper 
and salt experiment with the balloon! 

 



Garnet Class 

Year 1 worked in teams to make straw rockets 
and measured how far they travelled.  

 



EYFS 

Ruby and Diamond Class listened to lots of 
space stories and sang songs. They also made 
their own astronaut helmets! 

 



Eclipse! 

It was too cloudy to see the eclipse but we still had fun with our 
solar glasses. Although we couldn’t see the sun and moon we did 
notice that it went much darker at 9.30am at maximum partial 
eclipse time! 

 



Something Extra… 

Well done Skye and Judy who made their own 
solar system painting  at home this week! 

 


